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Please see the accounts that follow this statement. 

Last  year’s audited accounts show a surplus of £9575. This however masks the temporary effect of a 

grant of £10716 from the Harlow Trust for work to the clock, which will not now take place. The real 

deficit was therefore £1141 – this was largely attributable to fees incurred in designing the new 

kitchenette and general heritage advice. 

The largest expense was for replacing the nave floodlights; this was entirely covered by donations. 

We were also very fortunate to have some sizeable standalone donations. All those donations 

helped to increase our income markedly. 

There has been a large drop in giving through the plate. Cash is slowly disappearing from our society 

– so if you want to donate on the day, we now take contactless cards. Its more hygienic too. 

Our initial £37500 investment in CCLA P & S shares 7 years ago has continued to provide useful 

income and some asset growth. Some shares were bought in 2019 and despite plunges in stock 

values, the overall basket of ‘S’ shares is still well over the purchase price. The ‘S’ shares sold in 

March 2020 still realised an asset bonus of over £1900 on a transaction of £15000 worth of shares. 

However the ‘P’ shares are currently frozen as the yield on the properties is impossible to value in 

the current crisis. However those shares have no exposure to  retail property at all; it is all less 

glamorous commercial buildings, warehousing and industrial estates, The normal caveat applies – 

namely that the value of these investments can go down as well as up (as we seeing). 

The Boxing Club continue to be good payers. 

I am grateful to Keith Harrison for banking, and to Francis Bolton for his work on GiftAid. 

 

Gareth Rainford, Treasurer 




















